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We use cookies on our websites. 
If you continue browsing, we’ll assume that you agree.
Allow the following cookies

            
            Necessary
        
Show

	Cookie Name	Description
	allowedCookiesCategories	Defines which cookies categories may be accepted.Exposure time: 1 day.

	cookies-info-read	The flag, that this information about the cookies was read. If not empty then this popup will be hidden.Exposure time: 1 day.

	ga-disabled	The "Opt-Out" cookie for the deactivating of Google Analytics.Exposure time: 1 day.

	navigationTree_a_clicked	Saves which menu item was clicked at last.Exposure time: 1 day.

	PHPSESSID	Contains the session identification string, which for the shop functionality is extremely required.Exposure time: until end of this session.

	tab_cookie_tabsArticleDetails_*	Contains the information about which text tab by the article details view was selected at last.Exposure time: 1 day.





            
            Statistics
        
Show

	Cookie Name	Description
	_ga*	Providers: Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager.

Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.Exposure time: 2 years.

	_gat	Provider: Google Analytics.

Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate.Exposure time: 2 years.

	_gid	Providers: Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager.

Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.Exposure time: 2 years.





            
            Social Networks
        
Show

	Cookie Name	Description
	social-c1	Social description 1

line 2
	social-c2	Social description 2
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	We are happy

to help!

+49 271 48964-0






               






               
               
                   	
	 

	
	 

	
	 

	
	 


For registered customers only


Please login to admit to this page.
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		Contact
	SGB GmbH

	Hofstr. 10 
	57076 Siegen
	Germany
	
T +49 271 48964 - 0
	E sgb@sgb.de
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		Newsletter
	With our free newsletter you are

always well informed about

our new products and

promotions.
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